We report a technique for applying a dc voltage or current bias to the center conductor of a high-quality factor superconducting microwave cavity without significantly disturbing selected cavity modes. This is accomplished by incorporating dc bias lines into the cavity at specific locations. The measured S-matrix parameters of the system are in good agreement with theoretical predictions and simulations. We find that at 4 K the quality factor of the cavity degrades by less than 1% under the application of a dc bias. a)
The circuit quantum electrodynamics (QED) architecture, consisting of a coplanarwaveguide-based superconducting microwave cavity, has been demonstrated to realize cavity QED physics on a chip. 1 This architecture has been successfully employed in quantum information processing, [1] [2] [3] [4] and by integration with a nanomechanical resonator has allowed quantum measurement 5, 6 and cooling of nanomechanical motion. 7 Although the existing circuit QED architecture is quite versatile, the ability to apply a dc bias to its center conductor would make if more so. For instance, a nanomechanical resonator strongly coupled to a qubit can also be embedded within such a cavity to allow study of decoherence of macroscopic objects. 8 In this letter, we demonstrate a technique for applying a dc voltage or current bias to the center conductor of a coplanar waveguide (CPW) cavity without significantly disturbing a particular cavity mode or degrading its quality factor Q at high frequencies.
The dc biasing scheme is shown schematically in Fig. 1(a) . We choose the main transmission line length l to be a full wavelength (l = λ) at the resonant frequency f = f 0 . To allow application of a dc bias, two sections of λ/2-long transmission lines are added to the main full-wave resonator at points a distance λ/4 from either end (marked with the red dots), forming two "T" junctions. Each of the λ/2 shunt transmission lines is connected via an inductor L to a dc voltage or current source.
To understand the idea behind this arrangement, we first assume the main l = λ transmission line is lossless and terminated in an open circuit. The current at the end of the line is then zero and the voltage is a maximum, making this a high impedance point. The λ/4 point is then a voltage node (current antinode) and a low impedance point. Also, as is well known from standard transmission line theory, 9 a λ/2 length of transmission line has an input impedance equal to that of its terminating impedance. The inductively terminated λ/2 dc bias lines therefore present a high impedance iω 0 L where ω 0 = 2πf 0 to the main transmission line at the resonant frequency f 0 . A microwave photon approaching the λ/4
point from the center of the cavity will therefore see a short (the λ/4 line to the end of the cavity) in parallel with a high impedance (the inductively terminated λ/2 bias line). To a first order approximation then, the bias lines will have no effect on the full-wave cavity resonance.
In reality, the transmission line is not completely lossless, and the main line is terminated with small capacitors leading to 50Ω transmission line rather than with an open circuit. The impedance looking from a low impedance point toward either end of the line is still small but not identically zero. Reasonable values of inductance L must ensure the dc feed lines present a sufficiently large impedance to the main line for the approximate picture described above to be valid. Using a signal generator and a spectrum analyzer, transmission measurements of resonators A and B (4-and 8-finger coupling capacitors, respectively) were performed at 4.2 K inside an Amumetal 4K magnetic shield. A room temperature FET amplifier (gain 45 dB) was used to amplify the signal prior to measurement by the spectrum analyzer. Losses in the cables leading to and from the sample were carefully measured and accounted for in the transmission measurements. For all measurements unused ports were terminated by a 50 Ω impedance.
To characterize the microwave performance of the system, we measure transmitted power from the input capacitor (port 1) through the output capacitor (port 2) as well as the power through each spiral inductor (port 3 and 4). Fig. 2(a) shows measured S-matrix parameters S 21 , S 31 and S 41 of resonator A from 2 GHz to 6 GHz. Due to the presence of the dc feed lines, the fundamental λ/2 resonance at around 2.4 GHz is strongly damped and is not visible in S 21 . This is to be expected, since for the fundamental resonance the bias lines are not located at a low impedance point. In contrast, the first harmonic at 4.8 GHz corresponding to a full wave excitation still exists as predicted by the simple impedance-based argument above. Furthermore, additional broad resonances are visible at around 3.6 GHz in S 21 , S 31
and S 41 , as well as more weakly in S 41 at about 3.2 GHz.
To investigate the origin of these additional resonances, we simulated the transmission spectra of the resonators using Microwave Office, as shown in Fig. 2(b) . The intrinsic Q = 4 resonator, and is likely limited by losses in the Nb films at the relatively high temperature (4.2 K) of the measurements. The dielectric constant (ε = 13.1) of the substrate was chosen to give the best agreement between the measured resonant frequencies of both resonators A and B. The simulations show good agreement with experimental data over a broad frequency range as shown for resonator A in Fig. 2(b) . The full wave resonance of the main line at 4.8 GHz in Fig. 2 (a) appears smaller than theory (as in Fig. 2(b) ) due to the relatively coarse sampling used in the measurement.
The broad resonances at 3.2 and 3.6 GHz are also clearly reproduced in the simulations.
Comparison between the simulations and data allows us to identify these resonances as arising from the fundamental resonance of the 3λ/4 length of CPW between port 1 and port 4, and from the first harmonic resonance of the 5λ/4 length of CPW between port 1 and port 3, respectively (see Fig. 1(a) ). The resonant frequency of the 5λ/4 section of CPW is pulled downward significantly by the reactance of the λ/4 section of transmission line 9 from the second bias line to the output at port 2.
To more carefully study the characteristics of the resonators near the full wave resonance we measured and simulated the same S parameters over a much narrower frequency range immediately around f 0 , as shown in Fig. 2 We now examine the effect of a dc bias on the main line full wave resonance. We determine the quality factors of the resonances by fitting the S 21 spectra to a Lorentzian lineshape, as 6 shown in the insets of Fig. 3(a) and (b) . The data are clearly well described by Lorentzians with center frequencies of around 4.8 GHz and quality factors as determined from the curve fits of Q A = 3750 and Q B = 2500. These values agree reasonably well with the total Q expected from the intrinsic Q and the loading due to the coupling capacitors. 11 The addition of the dc feedline structure therefore has no significant effect on the Q of the first harmonic mode at the temperature (4 K) of our measurements.
Finally, we apply a 1 V dc voltage bias or 1 mA dc current bias to the center conductor of the resonators via the bias lines. The resulting transmission S 21 spectra are nearly unperturbed by the dc bias, as shown in Fig. 3(a) and (b) . The quality factors of the resonators as determined by fits to a Lorentzian lineshape degrade by less than 1% under application of dc bias. We conclude that application of a dc bias does not significantly disturb the first harmonic cavity mode, as expected for our design.
The ability to introduce a dc bias into a high-Q microwave cavity is an important addition to the circuit QED architecture. With dc access to the cavity, new highly non-linear devices can be developed by embedding current-or voltage-biased Josephson structures such as SQUIDs or single electron transistors 12 in the cavity. The dc-biased cavity may also serve as a general platform allowing very strong coupling between the cavity and a variety of quantum systems such as qubits, nanowires and nanomechanical resonators.
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